ENHANCING DOMESTIC RESPONSE: THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HOMELAND RESPONSE FORCE History and the Imminent Threat of a CBRNE Incident
Throughout history, mankind has waged war by the use of chemical and biological means. During ancient times poisons were placed in water supplies. An example is Solon of Athens putting roots of hellebore in the drinking water of Kirrha.
Hellebore is a strong narcotic or toxin which in large enough dosage causes death. 1 During the Peloponnesian War, Spartan forces used noxious smoke against Athenian cities. 2 The Carthaginians used mandrake root in wine attempting to sedate their enemies. The use of fire is also an ancient weapon of mass destruction. Greek fire was an incendiary formula first used by the Byzantine Empire, weaponized by propelling the mixture through a pressurized siphon, similar to a modern day flamethrower. The formula was a state secret and its ingredients are lost to us today. 2 million injuries were caused by mustard gas. 4 Pre World War II saw the development of highly effective chemical weapons. The
Germans developed the first nerve gas, tabun in 1936. Sarin, soman, and VX soon followed. 5 In the European Theater only limited use of chemical weapons occurred.
However, in the Pacific Asian Theater, Japan used chemical weapons in China on the civilian population.
Post World War II the major powers continued the development of chemical weapons. It is estimated that more than 20 countries in the Middle East, Asia, Europe, and North America possess chemical weapon technology. 6 During the 1981-1988 IranIraq War, mustard gas and nerve agents were used extensively primarily by Iraq. 7 Terrorists deployed chemical weapons against civilian populations for the first time in 1994, when the extremist Aum Shinrikyo cult released sarin gas in Matsumoto, Japan, leaving 7 dead and 280 injured. The following year, the cult released sarin vapor in the Tokyo subway system, killing 12 commuters and hospitalizing nearly 1,000. In the 18 th century, the British used smallpox as a biological weapon against the Delaware Indians. During a peace making parley, infected blankets and handkerchiefs were given to the Indians causing outbreak within the tribe. This practice was repeated during the French and Indian War again focused on the American Indians. 10 In the modern era where microbiology has become a powerful medical science, the nature of biowarfare has greatly advanced. Gaining the ability to isolate disease causing microbes and produce them on a large scale has propelled the ability to efficiently and effectively weaponize biological agents.
During World War I, the Germans used the science of microbiology to infect live stock with anthrax and glanders, and then shipped the live stock through neutral countries to the Allied nations. The plan was to disrupt food supplies and adversely affect transportation. The attack met with very limited success.
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Post First World War an effort was made to limit the use of both chemical and biological weapons, the 1925 Geneva Protocol prohibited the use of both but allowed research and development on the agents. The United States signed the protocol, but Congress failed to ratify it for more than 50 years.
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The Japanese prior to and during World War II were heavily involved in developing bioweapons. They conducted several large scale field tests in China where cities were exposed to anthrax, cholera, and the plague. They contaminated food and water supplies and on at least one occasion released plague contaminated fleas from aircraft. The Japanese troops were themselves unprepared for their use of bioweapons.
On one occasion an attack on the Chinese resulted in the illness of up to 10,000 of their own troops and resulted in 1,700 deaths due to cholera. Since the development of the Atomic bomb and its first use in World War II, the world has lived under the threat of a weapon that can cause mass destruction. The danger of a non-state actor gaining access to a nuclear device is a possibility; however, this is not as likely as the same actor gaining access to both the material necessary and the technology to build a device.
The amount of fissionable materials unaccounted for seems to be a mystery.
After the breakup of the Soviet Union, the possibility of unaccounted for material and the loose mechanisms of control continue to be a concern today. More recently this material is more secure in Russia than directly after the breakup; but how much is still unaccounted for?
What about the motivation of terrorists that have attacked the American homeland? Al-Qaeda spokesman Suleiman Abu Gheith has stated alQaeda's objective: -to kill 4 million Americans-2 million of them children-and to exile twice as many and wound and cripple hundreds of thousands.‖ As he explains, this is what justice requires to balance the scales for casualties supposedly inflicted on Muslims by the United States and Israel. Michael Levi argues, correctly, that such a tally could be reached in a series of smaller installments, and our national security would benefit from insights into how to prevent such events. But ask yourself how many 9/11s it would take to reach that goal. Answer: 1,334, or one nuclear weapon. 
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It is clearly evident that chemical, biological and radiological weapons have been utilized long in our past history through the present. There is a distinct possibility that weapons such as these will be used in the future. The capabilities of first responders across our country are adequate for response to small incidents of release of toxic chemicals or other hazardous materials. However, when an event of medium or large scale happens, our first responders will quickly become overwhelmed. The U. S. must maintain a capable and reliable force, which can deploy rapidly at the request of a state authority to an incident site supporting our first responders. The Department of Defense CBRNE Enterprise is that force, providing a full range of scalable capabilities in response to any CBRNE threat.
Composition, Organization, Mission for the CBRNE Enterprise
Understanding the complex nature of the CBRNE Enterprise is the first step for achieving complete operational readiness. Each CST is available for deployment, within 3 hours of notification to an incident site using its organic assigned vehicles that includes a command vehicle, operations trailer, the Unified Command Suite full range communications platform, an Analytical Laboratory System vehicle, containing a full suite of analysis equipment to identify the characteristics of the hazard, and additional general purpose vehicles. The CST can also be transported by air, rail, commercial line haul or ship. 17 Each CST has limited ability to conduct decontamination, primarily only self-decontamination can be accomplished The CERFP's mission is to provide rapid response capability to the state including, urban search and rescue, decontamination operations, and the ability to perform medical triage and initial treatment to stabilize patients for transport to medical facilities.
The CERFP is comprised of four elements staffed by personnel from National These Soldiers will have dual responsibilities, primarily to the HRF, but for contingency mobilization their responsibility will be to the division as well. In the case of Georgia, the HRF for region IV, the command and control was tasked to a Troop Command TDA unit. There is no single answer or standard because each state has a different force structure available in their respective state or region, and are building the HRF manning from any available structure. Some states are using Brigade HQ's, some using TDA structured HQ's, and others using Division HQ's.
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The unique capabilities of the HRF require a joint effort consisting of both Army and Air Guard. The Joint nature of the HRF adds complexity due to funding, which is primarily Army National Guard and due to cross service issues, the Air Guard is having challenges by not being able to follow the Army funding stream. This is a clear result of not having a permanent Joint Manning Document (JMD).
The concept of making a DMD structure joint involves dual-slotting Air Guard personnel which are proving to be problematic. The Air Guard can be mission of supporting because the HRF is difficult to balance with their requirements to support in the ,it interferes with the Air Force operational wartime cycle which is different from the Army force generation model. 22 The permanent structure must be a JMD, making it possible for both Army and Air Guard to be assigned and while participating exempt from contingency operations.
The personnel issue for the Air National guard is their demand for the highly qualified occupations for duty positions that are also in need for their Federal mission.
The constant demand of deploying individuals as well as units going to Iraq or
Afghanistan more frequently but less lengthy tours, makes manning a greater challenge than the Army Guard.
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Another key factor in the make-up of the organization are the highly qualified, low density enlisted and officer skill sets, such as communication specialists, intelligence specialists, Doctors, Physician Assistants, Nurses, and other medical specialists.
Across the reserve components, shortages for these highly trained individuals are prevalent and they are in high demand throughout all the components. Personnel sourcing is the primary test over the long haul for the enterprise.
Maintaining available qualified personnel to meet the requirements of upcoming rotations of the HRF coupled with contingency mobilizations will prove difficult.
There is no additional end strength programmed or authorized to support the HRF construct. There are no considerations of using additional manpower (AGR, Technician, or Military), authorized to accomplish HRF mission requirements. There is also no authority to permanently move existing manpower authorizations to fulfill HRF requirements. 26 It is apparent that each HRF host state needs additional structure in their inventory to properly maintain personnel manning for the enterprise. By adding structure making the HRF a Joint MTOE or TDA unit will allow personnel to be permanently assigned to the unit in a valid authorized slot thus doing two things; allowing National Guard units to recruit against vacancies created in donor units and eliminating the requirement to meet contingency deployment needs from HRF personnel.
To gain and maintain capabilities the unit must have a fulltime cadre to meet these requirements. Full-time manning is linked to funding and budget. With current and future budget constraints funding will most likely become tighter soon and will effect the HRFs being fully established for the foreseeable future. The problem is that the full-time manning requirements are not currently tied to capability requirements; they are tied more directly to available funding. The number of full-time positions, anywhere from 22-30 will be required but not funded if the budget allocations decrease in the future. The construct of the CBRNE Enterprise relays heavily on the National Guard.
Dual mission responsibility of being in the contingency deployment cycle and in the CBRNE Enterprise cycle will begin to take a toll, and may cause a sustainability challenge for the CBRNE Enterprise.
The cycle for performing duty in the HRF is one year of training and two years of operational performance, while still being inside the contingency operational cycle.
Remember if an Army Guard Soldier is in a MTOE unit he or she must maintain proficiency in the position assigned to in the parent unit while still serving in the enterprise. The net result of maintaining a rotational force in a three year cycle for the HRF will be a commitment of not only 566 Soldiers and Airmen but an additional cycle on the first year and the third year. Total force commitment for the three year cycle will be 1,698 individuals who are willing to commit to an additional cycle. Taking into account for the low density, highly qualified Soldiers and Airmen required for the CBRNE Enterprise as a whole, within a short time period sustainability of future rotations will become problematic.
Interagency expectation would be that once the enterprise is fully established there will not be time or operational gaps when these units are requested. It is imperative that the DoD remains fully committed in providing our local, state, and federal partners these unique capabilities that are trained, ready, and certified.
Conclusion and Recommendations
The primary purpose for our military is to protect the interests of the United
States of America. This means to protect the homeland first, provide for the security of our citizens, and assist in the mitigation of great suffering and loss our citizens may encounter in a catastrophic event. As an organization, the Department of Defense cannot fail in this mission. The trust of civilian leadership and citizens must never be lost, and expectations not diminished.
The way ahead is to craft, not just for the HRF, but all aspects of the CBRNE enterprise into a permanent structure design reflected on an authorization document. It must be fully funded, fully manned, and always ready to perform its mission. Leadership must emphasize the primary mission of the enterprise, and providing unique, initiative solutions to challenging problems of funding and potential laws that restrict this endeavor.
Creative ways to mitigate future personnel shortages must be explored such as temporary cross leveling of Title 10 to 32 from Army Reserve and Air Reserve organizations, or recruiting directly into permanent positions within the organization.
This venture must be successful, recent events in Japan provide example of the need to have immediate capability to react across a wide spectrum of catastrophic events that our world faces.
